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NOTES ON A ϋί-SPACE OF CONSTANT HOLOMORPHIC

SECTIONAL CURVATURE

BY SUMIO SAWAKI, YOSHIYUKI WATANABE AND TAKUJI SATO

§ 1. Introduction. Let M be an almost Hermitian manifold of dimension n
with an almost Hermitian structure (F, g), i. e. with an almost complex structure
tensor F and a positive definite Riemannian metric tensor g satisfying F2— — I
and g(FX, FV)—g(X, 7) for any vector fields X and F on M where / denotes
the identity transformation. By R we denote the Riemannian curvature tensor;
R(X, Y)Z—[^7X, VF]Z— V[Z)F]Z where V is the operator of covariant differentiation
with respect to g.

If M satisfies

(1.1) (VXF)Y+(VYF)X=Q (or equivalently (VXF)X=0)

for any vector fields X and Y on M, then M is called a /f-space (or Tachibana
space or nearly Kahler manifold). A Kahler manifold is a /Γ-space but a AΓ-space
is not necessarily a Kahler manifold [2].

Now, let M be an almost Hermitian manifold and Tm(M) a tangent space of
M at a point raeM. Then the holomorphic sectional curvature H(X) with respect
to a unit vector X^Tm(M) is defined by H(X)=-g(R(X, FX)X, FX). If H(X)
is always constant with respect to any unit vector X^Tm(M), then M is said to
be of constant holomorphic sectional curvature at a point meM. Moreover, if
H(X) is of constant holomorphic sectional curvature at every point meM, then
M is said to be of constant holomorphic sectional curvature. Since the constant
H(X) here depends on the point raeM, we shall write c(m) instead of H(X\

It is well known that if a Kahler manifold M is of constant holomorphic
sectional curvature c(m) at every point raeM, then the Riemannian curvature
tensoi of M, R(X, Y, Z, W)=g(R(X, Y)Z, W) is of the form

(1.2) R(X, Y, Z, W)

ί W)g(Y, Z)-g(X, Z)g(Y, W)

+g(X, FW)g(Y, FZ)-g(X, FZ)g(Y, FW)-2g(X, FY}g(Z, FW)}

for any vectors X,Y, Z,W^Tm(M) and the scalar c(m) is an absolute constant
[9].
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The purpose of this note is to prove the following theorem which is a gen-
eralization of the above result to a AΓ-space and its some applications will be
stated in §4.

THEOREM. // a K-space M is of constant holomorphic sectional curvature
c(m) at every point m^M, then the Riemannian curvature tensor of M is of the
form

(1.3) R(X, Y, Z, W)

, W)g(Y, Z)-g(X, Z)g(Y, W)+g(X, FW)g(Y, FZ)

-g(X, FZ)g(Y, FW}-2g(X, FY}g(Z, FW)}

for any vectors X, Y,Z,W^Tm(M) and the scalar c(m) is an absolute constant.

§2. Preliminaries. Let M be a A^-space and Rkji
hl\ Rji, F j l and gjt the

local components of the Riemannian curvature tensor, the Ricci tensor, the almost
complex structure tensor and the metric tensor respectively and put Rkjih—
gahKkji

a, Fj^gatF," etc..
The following identities in a K-space [4], [5] are well known.

(2.1) 7

(2.2) V,

(2.3) R*j

where R*Jt=^ ̂ F^R^F*.

(2.4) Rjt=FSF

(2.5) (7JFί.)7<

(2.6) (V,-Fίs)7^

where S=gίiRji and S*=gJiR*Jt.

(2.7) 7^/?*^=-^-7tS* , 7^/?^-7,/?V=-γ<7iS-7<S*)=0 [3] ,

(2.8) ΛJ1*ft-F/JF1

6/?αδΛΛ=-(7^t

r)7AFΛr [1] .

In this place, multiplying (2.8) by 7,F^ and making use of (2.2) and (2.5), we
have

1) The Latin indices run over the range 1,2, •••, n.
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and then, moreover multiplying the last equation by 7sF*ft, we have

or

(2.9) W ,(7*F*«)Λ,m = -^(/?,i-Λ

Next, in (2.9), by the first Bianchi's identity, we have

from which we have

(2.10) ΨFWF'")RillM=±lRJt-R*ίi')(R>i

Moreover, we know the following

LEMMA 2.1. (Gray [1]) Let M be a K-space. Then we have

(2.11) R(X, Y, X, Y^^{3Q(X+FY)+3Q(X-FY)-Q(X+Y)

for any vectors X, Y^Tm(M\ where Q(X}=R(X, FX, X, FX).2>

LEMMA 2.2. (Watanabe and Takamatsu [8]) Let M be a non-Kdhler K-space
of constant holomorphic sectional curvature. Then we have

(2.12) ^<=-£*>" R*n=-^rSii, S=5S*.

§ 3. Proof of theorem. First of all, we have

=g(X±FY, X±FY}Z

=(g(x, x)+g(Y, Y)T±i(g(x, x)+g(Y,
\\X±Yf

=(8(x, x)+g(γ, Y}γ±±(g(x, x)+g(Y,
Thus, if we put Q(X)=R(X,FX,X,FX)=-H(X)\\X\\\ i.e. for convenient we

write H(X) instead of H( ,, „,, Y then we have

2) Our curvature tensor is different from Gray's in sign.
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Q(X+FY)=-H(X+FY)\\X+YF\\ί

= -H(X+FY){(g(X, X}+g(Y, Y)γ

, X)+g(Y, Y))g(X,

Similarly, calculating Q(X— FY), Q(X+Y) and Q(X— Y}, and substituting these
results into (2.11), we have

(3.1) R(X, Y, X, Y)

, X}+g(Y, Y)Y

, X)+g(Y, Y))g(X, FY)+4g(X, FYY}

, x}+g(Y, YW
-4(g(X, X)+g(Y, Y))g(X,

-H(x+Y){(g(x,x)+g(γ,γ)γ
+±(g(X, X)+g(Y, Y}}g(X,

-H(x-Y}{(g(x,x)+g(Y,Y}γ
, x)+g(γ, γ)}g(χ, Y)

Hence, for the constant holomorphic sectional curvature c(m), from (3.1) we
have

(3.2) R(X, Y, X, Y)={g(X, YY-g(X, X)g(Y, Y)-3g(X,

Replacing Y by Y+W in (3.2), we have

R(X, Y,X,W)

, Y)g(X, W)-g(X, X)g(Y, W)-3g(X, FY)g(X, FW)}

and replacing X by X+Z in the last equation, we have

(3.3) R(X, Y, Z, W)+R(Z, Y, X, W)

, W)g(Y, Z)+g(X, Y)g(Z, W)-2g(X, Z)g(Y, W)

-3g(X, FW)g(Z, FY)-3g(X, FY)g(Z, FW)}
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Interchanging X and Y in (3.3) and subtracting the equation thus obtained from
(3.3), we have

(3.4) R(X, Y, Z, W)+R(Z, Y, X, W)-R(Y, X, Z, W)-R(Z, X, Y, W)

= ̂ ™L{g(X, W)g(Y, Z)-g(Y, W)g(X, Z)+g(X, Y}g(Z, W)

-g(Y, X)g(Z, W)-2g(X, Z)g(Y, W)+2g(Y, Z)g(X, W}

-3g(X, FW)g(Z, FY)+3g(Y, FW)g(Z, FX)

-3g(X, FY)g(Z, FW)+3g(Y, FX)g(Z, FW)}

from which (1.3) follows by virtue of the first Bianchi's identity.
Now, with local components (1.3) can be written as

(3.5) Rkjih=

Contracting (3.5) by gkh, we have

(3.6) ίRji-(n+2)c(m)gJi

Applying V-7 to (3.6) and making use of (2.7), we have

(3.7) 2VίS-(n+2)Vίc(m)-0 .

On the other hand, contracting (3.6) by gjί, we have

(3.8) 4S-n(tt+2Mw)-3(S-S*)=0 .

Applying 7t to (3.8) and making use of (2.6), we have

(3.9) 47<S-n(n+2)7ic(m)=0 .

Thus, eliminating 7tS from (3.7) and (3.9), we have

(n+2)(w-2)7tc(m)=0

from which it follows that T7ίc(m)=0 i.e. c(m) is an absolute constant. Q. E. D.

Remark. From (3.8), by (2.12) we have

and the constant >0 [6].
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§4. Some applications. In this section, making use of the main theorem
we prove the following

THEOREM 4.1. Let M be a non-Kdhler K-space of constant holomorphic sec-
tional curvature. Then we have

(4 Γ) /? p fenfr— Ό^+44 O2_ r m 7 ςfm 7f
.̂i; XkjihK - 25n(n+2) ύ -consΐanτ -

Proof. Multiplying (3.5) by Rk}ίtί, we have

(A ?} /? Ώkjih\ί±.^) Λkjih1^

W

Since R^F^Fj^S* and R
kjίh
F

kJ
F

ih
=-2S*, by (2.9) and (2.10), (4.2) turns out

to be

(4.3) R^R^^

On the other hand, by (2.12), we have

R _#* - S-SKjί K jί —

Then substituting the last equation and (3.10) into (4.3), we have (4.1). Q. E. D.
For a 6-dimensional /Γ-space, (4.1) becomes

r> pkjih— 1 C2
f^kjih1^- — 1R "

This is equivalent to

{# -̂̂ (£*̂ -̂ ^

from which it follows that

Thus, we have the following

THEOREM 4.2. (Tanno [7]). Let M be a ^-dimensional non-Kdhler K-Space
of constant holomorphic sectional curvature. Then M is a space of constant
curvature.

THEOREM 4.3. Let M be a K-space satisfying

3(n+2)(S-S*)2+4(S+35*)2

Then M is of constant holomorphic sectional curvature.
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Proof. We put

where

and calculate the square of Tkjih.
First of all, we easily have

(4.4) ΛW i»

Next, by (2.8), we have

=03).
Similarly, we have

(7*F'07«FV7tF,')71Fw=(7*F>')7'F*.(7<F/)7,FIM=0.

Hence, by (2.5), we have

(4.5) ΰ»,1Λ

Moreover, we easily have

(4.6)

(4.7) Λ*

and by (2.9) and (2.10), we have

(4.8) RWBv^

Consequently, by (4.4), (4.5), (4.6), (4.7) and (4.8), we have

3) This is verified too by purity and hybridity of \JF.
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+8(2S+6S*)a-12(Rjl-R*ji)(R'i-R*'i)

On the other hand, since (/?,i— /?*ji)(/?y*— #*y<)^ ~ , from the last equation,

we have

T T*"Λ<1fi/? RW 6(n+2)(5-5*)2+8(5+35*)2

Ikiihl ^lbKkjίhK n(n+2) '

Thus, by the assumption, we have TkJihT
kjih<,0 i.e. TWiΛ=0. But, as we

have seen in the proof of the main theorem, from Tkjih=Q it follows that the
scalar a is an absolute constant and therefore M is of constant holomorphic
sectional curvature. Q. E. D.

THEOREM 4.4. Let M be a non-Kdhler K-space satisfying

2 j o no*
b '

77ι0tt M is of constant holomorphic sectional curvature.

Proof. By 5=55*, we easily have

25n(n+2) ~~ 8n(n+2)

Hence, the theorem follows from Theorem 4.3.

Remark. By (2.6) and 5=55*, we see that 5— constant.
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